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Investors are seeking greater Investors are seeking greater 
transparency about the environmental, transparency about the environmental, 
social and architectural performance social and architectural performance 
of real asset portfolios. Regulators of real asset portfolios. Regulators 
are mandating ever more stringent are mandating ever more stringent 
disclosures and improvements. disclosures and improvements. 
Tenants, owners and stakeholders Tenants, owners and stakeholders 
are demanding more sustainable, are demanding more sustainable, 
greener and healthier buildingsgreener and healthier buildings..
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Figure 1  UN Environment Global Status Report 2017. (Ang et al, 2017) 

Introduction
Crone has a long and rich history of creating and 
delivering projects that provide asset owners with 
buildings that maintain sustained value. That ongoing 
value is protected by fine tuning buildings over time to 
meet the evolving demands of leasees and government 
legislation and standards.

Within the 2020 Australian market steps are being taken 
towards increased energy efficiency and to mitigate the 
role of carbon through our evolving understanding of 
climate change. This brochure is prepared as a primer for 
clients and asset owners, to outline both the national and 
state based legislative framework and look at the two new 
drivers in the way we conceptualise projects: 

Energy Zero & Carbon Zero.

Currently we are in a market that has an evolving response 
to climate change. A diverse array of experts and officials 
are messaging that carbon needs to be reduced and 
buildings need to become more responsive to their full 
life-cycle costs and carbon impact. 

The message is simple: to avoid the worsening climate 
impacts of global warming, global greenhouse gas 
emissions will not only need to drop by half in the next 
10 years, they will then have to reach net-zero around 
mid-century.

Why Carbon?
Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the baseline greenhouse gas 
that is used as a benchmark for other gases and the 
primary culprit blamed for rising global temperatures 
of the 21st century. By using energy as the only source 
of measurement, the full impact of emissions on the 
environment cannot be determined. Carbon is the 
best metric to track the impact of the greenhouse gas 
emissions of buildings.

Global Commitment:
The world green building council believes that in order to 
meet our climate targets all new building must operate at 
net zero carbon by 2030 and all buildings must operate at 
net zero carbon by 2050.

What is our Role
This document explores design & management processes 
and technologies we use to ensure buildings can 
contribute to a zero carbon future by addressing both 
operational & embodied Carbon. 

As companies and governments move to embrace 
carbon reduction, existing and new buildings will need to 
provide facilities that meet high efficiency standards to 
maintain and attract tenants. Zero carbon buildings and 
communities are quickly becoming the new mainstream.

01       Introduction
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01       Introduction

“Together, building and construction “Together, building and construction 
are responsible for 39% of all are responsible for 39% of all 
carbon emissions in the world, with carbon emissions in the world, with 
operational emissions (from energy operational emissions (from energy 
used to heat, cool and light buildings) used to heat, cool and light buildings) 
accounting for 28%. The remaining accounting for 28%. The remaining 

11% comes from embodied carbon 11% comes from embodied carbon 
emissions, or ‘upfront’ carbon emissions, or ‘upfront’ carbon 
that is associated with materials that is associated with materials 
and construction processes and construction processes 
throughout the whole building life-throughout the whole building life-
cycle” cycle” WGBC (Jones and Howarth, 2020)WGBC (Jones and Howarth, 2020)

Figure 2  National Targets (Every Building Counts - Executive Summary, 
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02       The changing context

Australian Context
There is a range of both federal, state and local 
government regulatory frameworks; many with differing 
structures, that govern the local move towards a low 
carbon future. As a generalisation Australian and state 
governments have declared a commitment to net zero 
emissions by 2050 to tackle climate change. This 
commitment is in conjunction with the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 
Paris agreement 2015 and in response to the UN climate 
action summit 2019.

To add to the complexity there are also a number 
of agencies which allocate marketplace ratings for 
commercial buildings on both a ‘designed’ and ‘built’ basis 
that utilise differing metrics to award ratings.

The Net Zero Plan Stage 1: 2020-2030 is the foundation 
for NSW’s action on climate change and goal to reach 
net zero emissions by 2050. It outlines the NSW 
government’s plan to grow the economy, create jobs and 
reduce emissions over the next decade.

After Australia’s summer of bush-fires and the extended 
impacts of the rural drought, federal and state 
government policy makers are beginning to accelerate 
towards new more stringent requirements; whilst a panel 
of significant Australian companies has gone public 
with their commitment to move rapidly beyond current 
requirements with a 2030 target of carbon zero.

Figure 3  LETI – Getting to  Zero (Mactavish et al 2020, p9)
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02       The changing context

Current:
The current Australian planning framework for the 
transition to net zero consists of a varied and uneven 
framework of regulation and benchmarking:

 — The Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979
 — State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPPs)
 — Local Environmental Plans (LEP)
 — Development Control Plans (DCP)
 — Sustainability rating & planning tools:

  - ADG
  - Green Building Design & Green Star Ratings
  - Building Sustainability Index - BASIX

 —  National Australian Built Environment Rating System  
 - NABERS

 — National Construction Code (Section J)

Future:
Initiatives underway that will impact the immediate 
environment for existing and new projects:

 — Current local government authority and planning 
options to influence the energy performance of 
developments are insufficient. Energy performance 
targets in current planning tools are too low and 
there is inadequate post-development monitoring 

 — The current varied global responses to carbon 
neutral are beginning to coalesce into an agreed 
approach. 

 — To support the transition to net zero energy, cities 
are developing performance standard pathways to 
high performing net zero energy buildings for use in 
planning controls.

 — Regulation and policy is quickly being implemented 
so minimum standards are set to deliver zero carbon.

 — Local councils are starting to develop performance 
standard pathways to high performing net zero 
energy buildings for use in planning controls. This 
will provide a framework for improved energy 
performance standards across all building typologies 
such as office, multi unit residential, hotel, shopping 
center and mixed-use developments and major 
refurbishment projects.

 — The next 5 - 10 years will see increased pressure 
on asset owners and companies with large lease 
agreements to procure and occupy projects that 
are carbon neutral both operationally and from an 
ongoing asset management perspective. 

7
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A Changing Market
Whilst there is a yet to be a single unified approach 
for achieving net zero there are clear signals emerging 
from the public, government and business to support a 
transition to carbon zero and energy zero development. 
Prominent firms within the development sphere have 
made individual commitments to move rapidly towards the 
moderation and removal of carbon from their current and 
future projects.

Sustainability rating tools (such as BASIX and NABERS 
provide an important baseline for building performance 
and are going through progressive upgrading to capture 
the emerging need to mitigate carbon. Public pressure is 
building to see shareholder interests and value protected; 
aptly demonstrated by the  moves towards green 
investment funds. Superannuation firms have begun 
shifting their extensive investment away from industries 
with poor carbon strategies towards clean, forward 
looking entities.

Maintaining Asset Value
There is an emerging need for owners to update assets to 
maintain and attract prospective tenants. Businesses can 
take advantage of low carbon technologies to reduce their 
costs and create new commercial opportunities with low 
carbon smart assets.

Our objective is to significantly reduce the long-term 
carbon footprint of assets by assisting owners to 
implement innovative strategies that improve energy 
efficiency, dampen and remove carbon and protect the 
market viability of commercial assets.

03       Navigating impacts on assets

Figure 4  Australian Property Developers leading an innovative approach to Carbon Zero 

(Climate Works, Net zero momentum tracker – Property Sector Report, p08)

The next 10 yrs The next 10 yrs 
will see increased will see increased 
pressure on pressure on 
asset owners and asset owners and 
companies with large companies with large 
lease agreements to lease agreements to 
procure and occupy procure and occupy 
projects that are projects that are 
carbon neutral.carbon neutral.
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03       Navigating impacts on assets

Measuring Carbon
The first step in moving a development towards 
a carbon zero future is to measure and report 
‘actual’ carbon emissions created by the 
development. This comes in two forms:

 — Operational Carbon refers to the measure of carbon 
dioxide produced as a result of the buildings energy 
use. It represents between 40-65% of a buildings 
whole life carbon impact. 

 — Embodied Carbon refers to the carbon emissions 
incurred from the manufacture, transport 
and erection of building materials used in the 
construction of a building.

With real energy data we can:
 — Make building energy consumption visible
 — Improve benchmarking targets for buildings
 — Design an carbon reduction strategy
 — Implement changes
 — Review impacts through monitoring and reporting

Carbon Zero & Energy Zero
Two base strategies have been developed by the market 
that create a framework for asset management:

 — Energy Zero - The reduction of energy consumption 
by a building to a carbon zero perspective with 
relation to the production of energy used.

 — Carbon Zero - The full life-cycle view of  a 
development with relation to carbon, covering design, 
construction, occupation and eventual disposal.

Figure 5  Whole life Carbon EN:15978:2011 (Mactavish et al 2020, Appendix 2, p129)
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04       A strategy for existing buildings

Identify emission sources
Calculation of Carbon Footprint

Collect Data & Analysis

Net Zero Transport

Incorporate shading devices to facade 
High performance glazing

Facade upgrade

Recycling within the building
Compost - Urban Farming

On-Site Waste Treatment

Maximise renewables to generate energy on-site
Incorporate battery storage systems

Renewable Energy + Battery Storage

Electric vehicle charging
Facilities for cyclist

Measures to Reduce Carbon in Existing Buildings
In order to achieve an overall reduction of carbon 
emissions in the built environment by 2050, existing 
buildings must be at the forefront of change. Energy 
zero in existing buildings focuses on improvements in 
energy consumption, targeting increased efficiency and a 
reduction in operational emissions. Upgrades in building 
performance can be achieved through multiple design 
considerations including improvements in the building 

envelope, material selection, contemporary services 
provisions, and seeking renewable energy sources. 

This section provides a guide for clients, identifying a high 
level process as to how this can be obtained.  

Figure 6  Strategies for Carbon Reduction in Existing Buildings
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04       A strategy for existing buildings

Process
Zero 

Energy
Zero 

Carbon
Key Actions / Approach

Client & Team 
Inception

 
Meet with client and specialist consultants to discuss key opportunities to enhance 

existing developments & examine principals of building carbon life-cycle


Engagement of consultants to analyze data of existing building and define strategies for 

reduction and nominate targets & raise the benchmark.

Assessment of 
Existing Asset


Review and assess together with the consultant team the  energy performance and the 

operational energy of the existing building. 

 
Analyse and assess the existing building performance data, emissions, embodied energy 

and  explore opportunities for improvement

Data Analysis 
and Define 
Preliminary 
Strategies

 Collect operational data and monitor power consumption

 
Collaborate with specialist consultants to define the best strategies to achieve reduced 

energy demand and selecting low carbon operational solutions. 

  Analyse the building fabric of the existing building and identify thermal performance.


Analyse the performance of the existing envelope & facade and define strategies to 

reduce the demand on energy in the building.

 Select alternative material and product specification based on embodied carbon

 Continually testing and implementing new smart & innovative building technologies.

Technical Design


Reaching goals through improving energy efficiency and increasing the uptake of on –site 

and off-site renewables.


Lighting improvements. Change existing fit-outs, incorporate automated systems to 

maximize daylight in order to reduce energy consumption. 

 
Upgrades to existing facade: incorporating shading devices based on building 

orientation, improve the U values of the glazing, insulation etc.

 
Life Cycle Assessment specialist to update the whole life carbon budget and finalise 

the carbon reduction option list. Collect carbon data from suppliers to improve material 

selection.

Procurement 
Method - 
Refurbishment & 
Upgrade

 
Finalise requirements and targets for the whole life carbon in specifications and tender 

documentation to start procurement.


Discussions with potential contractors and subcontractors around whole life carbon 

targets and options for improvement with a focus on waste reduction.

 
Verification of alternative products and materials proposed by the contractor against 

technical and performance standards and the whole life carbon requirements.


Collection of numerical data through the construction phase to prepare post-completion 

analysis

Handover and 
Close Out

 Post completion analysis to assess upfront embodied carbon using as-built information.

  Specialist consultant to prepare as-built carbon report to client.

In use
  Data collection during the use of the building. 

 Collaboration with consultants to reduce operational carbon.
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05       A strategy for new buildings

Measures to Reduce Carbon in New Buildings
To achieve both zero energy and zero carbon, new 
buildings must be conceived to consider their entire 
life cycle. A building must not be viewed simply in its 
operation but also analysed to consider its overall carbon 
footprint from design conception through to construction, 
operation, demolition, salvaged and recycle components 
and ultimately waste. 

This section provides a framework for clients to identifying 
and consider the key components of each stage required 
to accomplish the goal of zero carbon emissions.

Identify emission sources
Calculation of Carbon Footprint

Collect Data & Analysis

Net Zero Transport

Temperature regulation through thermal mass
Insulate the building for maxmum efficiency
Material selection (reduce embodied carbon from 
extraction, transport and processing of materials)
Shading devices in facade
High performance glazing

Recycling within the building
Compost - Urban Farming (Green Roof)

On-Site Waste Treatment

Maximise renewables to generate energy on-site
Incorporate battery storage systems
Use of energy efficient electrical appliances

Renewable Energy + Battery Storage

Reuse and store rainwater
Water Usage + Storage

Electric vehicle charging
Facilities for cyclist

Construction

Building form and orientation to optimize daylight 
conditions, improve thermal perfomance  and ensure
cross ventilation is achieved

Concept Design

Figure 7  Strategies for Carbon Reduction in New Buildings
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05       A strategy for new buildings

Steps
Zero 

Energy
Zero 

Carbon
Actions

Strategy & Brief

  Discuss principals of carbon life-cycle with client.


Review and assess opportunities for retention of existing building fabric such as 

structure to reduce new build materials & embodied energy

  Develop client brief incorporating embodied carbon reduction targets.

 
Collaborate with specialist consultants to define the best strategies to achieve a 

reduction in carbon and nominate targets

Concept Design

  Maximise opportunities for low carbon design.

 
Explore passive design strategies  including site analysis, building form and 

orientation

 Material and product specification based on embodied carbon reduction

Design 
Development

 
Discussions with potential contractors and subcontractors around whole life carbon 

targets and options for improvement.

 Analysis and data to optimise material specification.

Technical Design

 
Finalise requirements and targets for the whole life carbon in specifications and 

tender documentation to start procurement.


Engage with potential contractors and subcontractors. Include carbon questions in 

the tender return forms and options of improvement. 

 
Life Cycle Assessment specialist to update the whole life carbon budget and finalise 

the carbon reduction option list. Collect carbon data from suppliers to improve 

material selection.


Continue analysing data and optimize the material specification based on reducing 

the embodied carbon.

Construction

 Engage contractors for waste reduction


Verification of alternative products and materials proposed by the contractor against 

technical and performance standards and the whole life carbon requirements.


Collection of numerical data through the construction phase to prepare post-com-

pletion analysis

Handover and 
Close Out


Post completion analysis to assess upfront embodied carbon using as-built 

information.

  Specialist consultant to prepare as-built carbon report to client.

In use
 Data collection during the use of the building. 

 Collaboration with consultants to reduce operational carbon.
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06       A Team Approach

Collaboration and Expertise
The journey towards an energy zero and carbon zero 
project requires the strategic thinking and input of a 
number of key consultants. To prepare this document 
Crone has spoken with experts in:

 — Strategy and brief
 — Project delivery
 — MEP services engineers 
 — Structural engineers
 — Technology specialists
 — Carbon reduction consultants

Crone has a long history of delivering complex projects 
with a large team of expert consults. The practice 
philosophy embraces a collaborative approach, 
committing a highly experienced and well recognised 
team to work closely with clients, using innovative 
strategic thinking that allows the firm to balance 
sustainability, market awareness and design excellence.

Crone’s methodology separates us from our peers. 
Regardless of scale, we treat every project with the 
respect it deserves, carefully considering issues of 
commerce, functionality and brand identity.

An Invitation
This document is a snap shot of our approach and thinking 
to one of the biggest drivers of change within our market 
today.

We invite you, our clients to We invite you, our clients to 
contact us and discuss both contact us and discuss both 
your existing asses portfolio and your existing asses portfolio and 
prospective projects in light of prospective projects in light of 
the rapid move towards carbon the rapid move towards carbon 
zero. We are cognizant of the zero. We are cognizant of the 
need to forward plan costings need to forward plan costings 
for both building maintenance for both building maintenance 
and refurbishment to all major and refurbishment to all major 
assets. Crone can initiate a team assets. Crone can initiate a team 
of consultants to engage in a of consultants to engage in a 
preliminary audit of clients asset preliminary audit of clients asset 
portfolios to enable a planning portfolios to enable a planning 
framework moving forward. framework moving forward. 
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180 Ann Street, Brisbane, QLD
Environmental Sustainable 
Design Measures

 — Establish agreed sustainable design values;
 — Apply an integrated and collaborative design and 

construction process;
 — Design for subtropical place;
 — Protect and restore natural ecosystems;
 — Utilise land appropriately;
 — Apply integrated water management;
 — Manage energy use;
 — Select appropriate building materials;
 — Manage waste;
 — Consider cost efficiency;
 — Create healthy indoor environments;
 — Support green transport;
 — Develop adaptable buildings and spaces;
 — Build a safe and diverse community;
 — Inform the end owner and user.

180 Ann St - Brisbane - 6 Star Green Star 5 star NABERS - Commercial Tower

15
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Project Typology Status ESD

One Circular Quay Hotel / Residential Under Construction 5 Green Star

ANMF, Melbourne Education / Workplace Completed 2017 5 Green Star

180 Brisbane, Brisbane Commercial Completed 2016 6 Green Star, 5.5 NABERS

20 Martin Place Commercial Completed 2016 6 Green Star, 5 NABERS

333 George Street, Sydney Commercial Completed 2016 5 Green Star

ATO Dandenong Commercial Completed 2015 6 Green Star

Kings Square 2, Perth Commercial Completed 2015 5 Green Star, 5 NABERS

Figure 8  Crone Projects targeting sustainable design

       Should you have any  Should you have any 
questions or would like to explore questions or would like to explore 
collaboration opportunities collaboration opportunities 
please feel free contact us.please feel free contact us.

Crone Offices
Sydney (HQ)         +61 2 8295 5300
Melbourne         +61 3 8621 8000

06       A Team Approach
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Global Initiatives:
There are a multitude of sources,  approaches and 
information on Ecological Sustainable Design in the 
Building & Construction Industry. Crone has focused on 
the following key sources as a guide to formulate our 
strategy to achieving Carbon Neutral Buildings. 
 
• GRESB - Global Real Estate 

Sustainability Benchmark 
https://gresb.com/ 

• LETI: London Energy Transformation Initiative 
https://www.leti.london/cedg 

• GBCA: Green Building Council of Australia 
https://new.gbca.org.au/ 

• Edge Technologies 
https://edge.tech/ 

• UKBGC: UK Green Building Council 
https://www.ukgbc.org/ukgbc-
work/advancing-net-zero/ 

• CAGBC: Canadian Green Building Council 
https://www.cagbc.org/ 

• ICP: Investor Confidence Project 
http://www.eeperformance.org/ 

• LEED rating system (Leadership in 
Energy & Environmental Design)
https://www.usgbc.org/leed

• Every Building Counts - A practical 
plan for emissions reduction 
http://www.everybuildingcounts.com.au 

• ASBEC - Australian sustainable 
built environment council
http://www.asbec.asn.

• Climate Works Australia
https://www.climateworksaustralia.org/

International standards:
There are many international standards that provide 
guidelines, specifications and criteria that help systemise 
and unify the global approach.

The ISO 14000 series focuses on Environmental 
Management. These standards explore carbon reduction 
targeting methods of calculation, assessment and 
strategies for improvement.  

ISO 14000 - Environmental Management
• ISO 14064:2019 - Organization carbon footprint 
•  ISO 14067:2018 - Greenhouse gases — Carbon 

footprint of products — Requirements and guidelines 
for quantification

•  ISO 14026:2017 - Environmental labels and 
declarations — Principles, requirements and 
guidelines for communication of footprint information

•  ISO 14040 & 44:2006 - Environmental management 
— Life cycle assessment — Principles and framework
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